DIGITAL SOURCING
IN THE NEW RETAIL ECONOMY
Improving innovation, collaboration and speed in the supply chain
A BAMBOO ROSE RESEARCH ANALYSIS
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RETAIL TODAY IS MORE CROWDED, COMPETITIVE
AND CUTTHROAT THAN EVER BEFORE.
Established retailers in every sector are scaling back, reinventing themselves, or closing their doors
in response to the state of the industry. To avoid these outcomes, innovative retailers are leveraging
their community to deliver the highest quality, most appealing products to market fast. For retailers
aiming to improve innovation and time to market, digital sourcing serves as a key asset long before
a product idea is even conceived.

BAMBOO ROSE SURVEYED 250 RETAIL
AND SUPPLY CHAIN PROFESSIONALS.
Organizations achieving $1B+ in revenue discovered:
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•

How collaboration works (or doesn’t) in the supply chain today

•

Where retailers are missing opportunities

•

How digital sourcing speeds time to market & reduces costs
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THE SOURCING CONUNDRUM: TEDIOUS AND COMPLICATED
The larger the company, the more complicated it gets. Several factors contribute to supply chain complexity 1 , including
internal drivers, such as the diversity of your product needs or the number of products being sourced; external issues,
such as the size of your supplier base and the number of alternatives in the market; and the model of your supply chain
based on the industry or setup of your supplier ecosystem. OUR CUSTOMERS EXPLAINED THE CHALLENGES THE BEST:
APPAREL MEGA-BRAND
AMERICAN EAGLE

A MAJOR DO-IT-YOURSELF
RETAILER

A LEADING SOFTLINES
STORE

was ready to replace its old sourcing
and order management systems to unify
product design, sourcing and merchant
processes across its internal organization.
The company collaborates with more
than 500 vendors in 29 countries resulting
in eight days earlier visibility into factory
readiness of product. Everyone from
designers to sourcing to merchants to
planning to imports were using various
systems that weren’t integrated, creating

carries around 700,000 unique stock
keeping units2 (SKUs) in its stores. The
company already does sourcing better
than the competition as it has the most
modern processes and solutions of
any retailer and operates a large, wellmanaged global sourcing operation.
They still want to improve its sourcing
process to keep the product innovation
funnel filled because its growth is 100
percent driven by new products. The

with more than 150,000 fabric, arts
and crafts SKUs wants greater ability to
negotiate during the sourcing process,
and needs to see component level pricing,
compare it across multiple offers and look
at what they paid in previous seasons to
drive better deals. They also need visibility
into trends around commodity pricing,
currency fluctuation and other factors that
affect margin. The team is experimenting
with spreading the volume of orders

a situation that severely hampered the
organization as its sales exploded from
$100 million to $3.5 billion.

challenge for this retailer lies in managing
the huge volume of products needed to
review while finalizing the product mix.

across multiple offers and suppliers,
and needs quick visibility into how that
distribution could affect margins.

PRODUCT HIERARCHY: WHAT MATTERS MOST?
We asked retailers what their top three priorities were
when determining what products to buy.

53%
PRICE
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21%

18%

QUALITY

DEMAND
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THE NUMBERS AND CHALLENGES THESE RETAILERS
FACE ARE SUBSTANTIAL ENOUGH ON THEIR OWN.
But consider one more stat: Of all the professionals surveyed, 93% noted that they work
with ten new suppliers each year. When you consider the number of departments these
organizations have, they can work with up to 500 new vendors a year. Retailers, you know
what it takes to onboard a new supplier – the vetting, the bid process, selection and
setup all take time. Meanwhile, these processes take you away from your real objective:
Running a competitive company.

WHAT RETAILERS WANT: FASTER SOURCING
We asked our survey respondents to give it to us straight: How could the
sourcing process be more effective? Here’s what they told us:

“
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We need faster [supplier] onboarding time to minimize lost sales opportunities.”
We want faster turnaround time from product to shelf.”
We need shorter time between picking products and receiving new products.”
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SELECT YOUR TOOLS WISELY
There’s no question that retail sourcing is complicated. With this level of complexity, the only way to truly
be successful is to invest in the tools that can make your life easier. While appropriate tools may seem
like a godsend for retailers everywhere, the data from our retail professionals tells a
different story: There’s a severe lack of understanding about the tools that are
available today to help make sourcing easier. Most retail professionals are
relying heavily on generic programs like email and spreadsheets to manage
complicated sourcing operations. Check this out:

63%

72%

62%

RESPONDENTS USE
EMAIL

RESPONDENTS USE
EXCEL

$5B+ RETAILERS USE
EXCEL FOR SOURCING

50%

RESPONDENTS USE
IMAGES OR WRITTEN NOTES

Think of the time and discipline required
to sort and manage thousands of jpegs
(012238.jpg, 012239.jpg, etc.)
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THE INCONVENIENCE OF EMAIL
Email for sourcing purposes just doesn’t scale.
•

Neither collaborative, nor visual.

EVER GET ONE OF THOSE EMAIL CHAINS

•

Can’t discuss a product in real-time across time zones.

WITH 45 CONTRIBUTORS?

•

Does not provide one source of truth.

WE REST OUR CASE.

TOOLS OF THE TRADE?
We asked our respondents what tools they used in sourcing and their answers were surprising:

A MOTLEY ASSEMBLAGE OF INADEQUATE TOOLS

63%

62%

31%

EMAIL

EXCEL

WORD

26%

WRITTEN
NOTES

25%

24%

19%

12%

MOBILE
APPS

IMAGES

NO TOOLS

SOCIAL
MEDIA
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OTHER RETAILERS ARE OPTING FOR TOOLS THAT
ARE SPECIFIC TO THE SOURCING WORLD.
However, they’re relying on point solutions that only manage select areas of the process.
Because of this approach, many of our respondents felt the fatigue of “tool overload;” 53% said
they use two or more tools regularly, and don’t have a single platform that they can rely on.
A full 19% aren’t using any tools at all, which means these respondents must be managing the
whole process piecemeal – a sure recipe for future disaster.

WHAT RETAILERS WANT: A STREAMLINED
SOURCING PROCESS
The survey respondents had clear ideas about how to make the sourcing process
more streamlined and effective with the right technology. Here’s what they told us:
Integration is the key to get everything from one platform.”

“
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If there was one singular market for all retailers and vendors to do business.”
The sourcing process could be made more effective by streamlining the
bureaucratic process and eliminating red tape.”
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DIGITAL SOURCING AND THE COMMUNICATION GAP
We’ve seen the immense pressure and volume that retailers are dealing with on the sourcing front,
and we dug into the inadequate tools they are using to help manage the process. The question
remains: Are retailers tapping their communities enough to find the next big product idea? The data
says no – in fact, communication is a huge missed opportunity for retailers. Just 28% of respondents
said they tap their supplier community for new ideas and early feedback. A large portion of
respondents relied on social media, internet and magazines for their daily inspiration (88%).

WHAT RETAILERS WANT: BETTER COMMUNICATION
Communication is the key to more innovation, better products and faster timelines.
Here’s what they told us:

“
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We need better and more timely supplier communication
through electronic means.”
If everyone was on the same communications platform,
it would make everyone’s job is easier.”
I want one single market for all retailers & vendors to do business.”
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ADDRESSING THE GAP WITH A SOURCING NETWORK
One way to address this communication gap is to go digital with a sourcing platform in the cloud to
support all the members of the design, sourcing & supply chain community. A digital platform makes
shopping more efficient, effective and fun. Shopping trips enabled through virtual showrooms mean
seeing more products and suppliers, while making it easier to collect and compare assortments across
suppliers. Digital sourcing also provides a single communication platform for ongoing collaboration and
inspiration, across global time zones. It allows retailers to tap into suppliers’ ideas and advice on trends,
markets and big initiatives the suppliers are seeing across many retailers. As a result, you can speed up
time to market, stay on top of trends and make more profitable operational decisions. Companies can
avoid issues like creating products that factories can’t make or items that won’t work in certain markets.
THE DIGITAL SOURCING PROCESS ALLOWS YOU TO WORK
WITH YOUR RETAIL COMMUNITY right from
the beginning to inspire new ideas, create
your next innovative product and get the
best product to market
at the right price.

Designers in the office
to suppliers in Hong Kong
in real time, for instant results.
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“

I WANT A SINGLE MARKET FOR ALL RETAILERS
AND VENDORS TO DO BUSINESS.” _ Survey respondent

NOW THERE IS: BAMBOO ROSE
Bamboo Rose is the leading multi-enterprise product and supply chain platform.
We connect the retail community to help bring great products to market faster, more
efficiently, and at higher margins. Bamboo Rose simplifies the product creation and
delivery process by combining a digital Marketplace and PLM, Sourcing, PO Management,
GTM, and Financing solutions. These are supported by intelligent engines for
optimization, scheduling, and costing all on one platform.

BAMBOO ROSE CONNECTS MORE THAN 85 MAJOR RETAILERS AND 500 BRANDS
to 35,000 suppliers on our platform serving over 150,000 users.

+
MORE

To learn more about how Bamboo Rose Digital Sourcing can help your business, contact us at
go@bamboorose.com and bamboorose.com
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1

Spend Matters: What Defines Complex Sourcing – and Why Does it Matter?

http://spendmatters.com/research/what-defines-complex-sourcing-and-why-does-it-matter/
2

http://fortune.com/2014/07/09/home-depot-discovers-the-internet/
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